
Brecknock Design Technology and Food Technology Progression Document

Curriculum Statement
INTENT
Design and Technology is an inspiring, rigorous and practical subject that is carefully designed in a sequential curriculum. It supports all children to acquire the knowledge and skills they need to understand the role of designers
and to plan and create their own work. Alongside this, having an understanding of nutrition, sustainable food practices (production and consumption), as well as basic cookery skills is a key element of DT.

Knowledgeable Learners
● Children learn about and understand the role of design and designers. The designers studied and partnerships forged reflect our highly representative curriculum, drawing from the range of creative industries in our

community.
● Children build and apply knowledge of design processes, showing an understanding of knowledge and skills in order to design and make prototypes and products.
● Children develop a creative, technical and practical skill set to succeed in an increasing technological world making links to the computing curriculum.
● Children understand and apply the principles of nutrition and learn how to cook in a sustainable way.

Confident Communicators

● Through a range of oracy techniques and pedagogy children are encouraged to learn subject specific vocabulary ( DT and Food technology) to support new learning.
● Through carefully planned partnerships children learn specialist language, linked to product design and engineering, allowing them to understand and contextualise design thinking processes. For example, working with

the University of Westminster to design and make a water harvesting system.
● Children learn to critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products, discussing these processes using learnt vocabulary. In EYFS they begin to explain the processes they have used.

Active Citizen

● In our science led STEAM unit, we promote career pathways through having opportunities to work with a diverse range of architects and designers (Engineering part of STEAM). This gives learning real life context and
connects us to growing creative industries in Camden and local area, such as Arup (engineers) and Bennetts Architects.  Children apply their knowledge to solve real and relevant problems, with a local and ethical lens. In
this context, children take risks and become resourceful, innovative, enterprising and capable citizens.

● Children apply their knowledge of sustainable food practices through being encouraged to work with the local council, school gardener, parent volunteers and other local organisations - from growing their own food to
learning and talking about food waste.

● Guided by our Whole School Healthy Eating Policy, children, staff and parents/carers are committed to principles that promote nutrition education to students, staff and wider community.

Implementation

● The Design and Technology curriculum follows the National Curriculum closely.
● Connections are drawn across the DT and art curriculum, to further reinforce overlapping skills where possible and appropriate.
● Teachers plan with skill progression and knowledge in mind. All learning starts by revisiting prior knowledge to encourage children to make connections and formative assessment is used throughout to

address any misconceptions.
● For specific projects, specifically STEAM teachers work with expert partners to plan inspiring and rigorous units of work, rooted in the skills and knowledge of the National Curriculum, framed in the context of real life.
● Children have the opportunity to draw on other disciplines from across the curriculum. Embedded within the DT curriculum are links with English, computing, history, maths, art and science.  These are implemented

through learners developing skills such as measuring, timing and scientific baking processes.
● Children learn to use a wide range of materials and tools.
● All children, including those who have SEND or are disadvantaged, fully access the DT curriculum, through our adaptive approach.
● In EYFS children learn to play with and explore a wide range of materials, tools and techniques. Within both nursery and reception, topics will link to relevant areas of Understanding the World within

Development Matters, as well as supporting their Physical Development. They will be encouraged to explore, test and make, to develop a wide base of understanding upon which to develop their
knowledge and skills in later years.

● In KS1, through a variety of creative and practical activities, pupils are taught the knowledge, understanding and skills needed to engage in an iterative process of designing, making and evaluating.
● In KS2, the children will build on their previous knowledge and skills to apply them in a wider range of scenarios and further extend their technical knowledge. This is supported by a greater range of

partnerships.
● Teacher’s planning follows a progression of skills document that is set out in order to build and develop as children move through the school. This can be seen here.
● Each year group will have the opportunity to undertake an external educational visit or participate in workshops, which is design and technology based, at least once a year.

Impact
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● Children see themselves as future designers and recognise the important role design plays in our lives.
● Through our DT teaching and learning, pupils should be able to recall knowledge, use technical vocabulary and develop design specific skills.
● Through Food Technology, pupils should be able to recall knowledge, use technical vocabulary and develop cooking skills, as well as making sustainable choices.
● Subject leaders monitoring processes and pupil conferencing track the progression of children using their design and cooking skills and practising the recall of key knowledge.
● Planning audits are used to support teachers in delivering high quality lessons.
● Pre and post assessment tasks are planned for each DT unit.
● Low stakes quizzes are used, such as those used to recap previous learning at the start of lessons.
● Formative teacher assessment and marking takes place and can be given verbally.

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Key DT
skills for
the year
group

- Explore collections
of materials with
similar and/or
different properties.
- Talk about what
they see, using a
wide vocabulary.
- Explore how things
work.
- Explore and talk
about different
forces they can feel.

-Use language of
designing and
making (join, build,
shape, longer,
shorter, heavier etc.)
- Construct with
a purpose, using a
variety of resources
- Use simple
tools and techniques
competently and
appropriately
- Look at
similarities and
differences between
existing objects /
materials / tools

Design products for
myself and others
following design
criteria (design)
- Choose best tools
and materials, and
explain choices
- Use knowledge of
existing products to
produce ideas
-With help measure,
mark out, cut and
shape a range of
materials.
-Begin to assemble,
join and combine
materials and
components
together using a
variety of temporary
methods e.g. glues
or masking tape

-Identify a purpose
for what they intend
to design and make.
-Develop their ideas
through talk and
drawings and label
parts. Make
templates and mock
ups of their ideas in
card and paper or
using ICT.
-Begin to select tools
and materials; use
correct vocabulary to
name and describe
them.
-Use basic sewing
techniques.
-Demonstrate how to
cut, shape and join
fabric to make a
simple product.
-Start to evaluate
their products as they
are developed,
identifying strengths
and possible changes
they might make.
-Evaluate their work
against the design
criteria

Learn about inventors,
designers, engineers,
chefs and manufacturers
who have developed
ground-breaking
products.
-Evaluate the key
designs of individuals in
design and technology
has helped shape the
world.
-Start to understand
that mechanical and
electrical systems have
an input, process and
output.
-Select a wider range of
tools and techniques for
making their product
i.e. construction
materials and kits,
textiles, food
ingredients, mechanical
components and
electrical components.
-Explain their choice of
tools and equipment in
relation to the skills and
techniques they will be
using.
-Sew using a range of
different stitches, to
weave and knit.

-Confidently make
labelled drawings
from different views
showing specific
features.
-When planning,
explain their choice
of materials and
components
according to function
and aesthetic.
-Develop a clear idea
of what has to be
done, planning how
to use materials,
equipment and
processes, and
suggesting
alternative methods
of making, if the first
attempts fail.
-Start to join and
combine materials
and components
accurately in
temporary and
permanent ways.
-Know how
mechanical systems
such as cams or
pulleys or gears
create movement.
-Understand how
more complex
electrical circuits and
components can be
used to create
functional products.

-Use results of
investigations, information
sources, including ICT when
developing design ideas.
-Start to generate, develop,
model and communicate
their ideas through
discussion, annotated
sketches, cross-sectional
and exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern pieces
and CAD.
-Start to understand how
much products cost to
make, how sustainable and
innovative they are and the
impact products have
beyond their intended
purpose.
-Understand how
mechanical systems such as
cams or pulleys or gears
create movement.
-Know how more complex
electrical circuits and
components can be used to
create functional products
and how to program a
computer to monitor
changes in the environment
and control their products.
-Begin to measure and
mark out more accurately.
-Weigh and measure
accurately (time, dry
ingredients, liquids).
-Start to evaluate a product
against the original design

- draw on market
research to inform
design
-Know how much
products cost to make,
how sustainable and
innovative they are
and the impact
products have beyond
their intended
purpose.
- Select appropriate
tools and materials- fit
for purpose.
-Assemble
components to make
working models.
-Aim to make and to
achieve a quality
product.
-Demonstrate and
make modifications as
they go along.
-Construct products
using permanent
joining techniques.
-Know how more
complex electrical
circuits and
components can be
used to create
functional products
and how to program a
computer to monitor
changes in the
environment and
control their products.
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-Continue to learn
how to program a
computer to monitor
changes in the
environment and
control their
products.
-Use results of
investigations,
information sources,
including ICT when
developing design
ideas.

specification and by
carrying out tests.

-Know how to reinforce
and strengthen a 3D
framework.
- Accurately apply a
range of finishing
techniques
-Evaluate their

products, identifying
strengths and areas for
development, and
carrying out
appropriate tests.
-Evaluate their work
both during and at the
end of the assignment.
Record their
evaluations using
drawings with labels.

Food
Technol

ogy
Name a selection of
different food;

Express opinions
about different food;

Begin to notice that
different people
often like to eat
different food.

Make healthy
choices about food,
drink, activity and
toothbrushing.

Safely use and
explore a variety of
materials, tools and
techniques with
support and
guidance

Begin to understand
some  food
preparation tools,
techniques and
processes

Practise stirring,
mixing, pouring,
blending

Discuss how to make
an activity safe and
hygienic

Discuss use of senses

Understand need for
variety in food

Begin to understand
that eating well
contributes to good
health

Describe textures

Wash hands & clean
surfaces

Think of interesting
ways to decorate
food

Say where some
foods come from,
(i.e. plant or animal)

Describe differences
between some food
groups (i.e. sweet,
vegetable etc.)

Discuss how fruit
and vegetables are
healthy

Cut, peel and grate
safely, with support

Explain hygiene and
keep a hygienic
kitchen

Describe properties
of ingredients and
importance of varied
diet

Say where food
comes from (animal,
underground etc.)

Describe how food is
farmed, home-grown,
caught

Give examples of
how animals are
farmed.

Give some basic
examples of how a
food changes from
farm to fork to make
it safe to eat.

Give some examples
of foods that grow in
different seasons in
the UK and talk about
why.

Explain how to be
safe/hygienic

Describe (and
demonstrate) how to
grow some foods

Carefully select
ingredients

Use equipment safely

Think about how to
grow plants to use in
cooking

Begin to understand
food comes from UK
and wider world

Describe how healthy
diet= variety/balance of
food/drinks

Explain how food and
drink are needed for
active/healthy bodies.

Prepare and cook some
dishes safely and
hygienically

Prepare and cook
some dishes safely
and hygienically

Recognise and name
an increasing range
of ingredients.

Begin to understand
about food being
grown, reared or
caught in the UK or
wider world

Give examples of
how ingredients need
to be prepared
before they are
eaten.

Explain importance of
food and drink for
active, healthy bodies

Describe eat well
plate and how a
healthy diet=variety /
balance of food and
drinks

Name and use a
range of cooking

Explain how to be safe /
hygienic and follow own
guidelines

begin to understand
seasonality of foods

Use an extended range of
cooking equipment with
growing accuracy and
confidence.

Describe how recipes can
be adapted to change
appearance, taste, texture,
aroma

Use a range of techniques
such as peeling, chopping,
slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading and
baking..

Measure accurately (using
digital scales, analogue
scales, measuring jug),

Cut (firm vegetable: e.g.
potatoes, carrots and other

Use increasing
descriptive sensory
vocabulary to describe
the ingredient: Aroma
(smell) – savoury, Taste
– bitter, Texture – flaky

Explain seasonality of
foods

Name some types of
food that are grown,
reared or caught in the
UK or wider world

Adapt recipes to
change appearance,
taste, texture or
aroma.

Describe some of the
different substances in
food and drink, and
how they can affect
health

Use a range of cooking
skills with confidence
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Draw eat well plate;
explain there are
groups of food

Describe “five a day”

Cut, peel and grate
with increasing
confidence

Grow in confidence
using some of the
following techniques:
peeling, chopping,
slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading
and baking

Make product look
attractive

skills with increasing
competence.

Cut soft foods with
table knife
progressing to firmer
foods (celery, apple)
with a vegetable
knife, using: Fork
secure, Claw grip,
Bridge hold

foods with a vegetable
knife) using: Fork secure,
Claw grip, Bridge hold

Prepare and cook some
savoury dishes safely and
hygienically including,
where appropriate, use of
heat source

and accuracy to
prepare increasingly
challenging
ingredients.

Prepare and cook a
variety of savoury
dishes safely and
hygienically including,
where appropriate, the
use of heat source.

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

AUTUM
N 1

Camden Road
Heroes

Who am I?

Exploration of DT
resources

Key skills:

- Explore different
materials freely, to
develop their ideas
about how to use
them and what to
make.

- Children will
experiment with one
handed tools such as
scissors and glues to
make their own
works of art.

Suggested
outcomes:

Independent
exploration. Adults
to model using

Camden Road
Heroes

Who helps us in
school?

Exploration of DT
resources

Key skills:

- Explore materials
freely and begin to
think about what they
would like to make.

- with adult
encouragement,
children will begin to
talk about what they
are doing

Suggested outcomes:

Independent
exploration. Adults to
model using
resources in the art
and construction

Kentish Town High
Street

Historical and
Geographical Local

Area Study

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

DT - junk modelling
sculpture

Key skills:
- Choose best tools
and materials, and
explain choices.

-Begin to assemble,
join and combine
materials and
components
together using a
variety of temporary
methods e.g. glues
or masking tape

DT: Structures

Link: History
Great Fire of London

1666 CE

Historically
Significant Local

Events and People
Beyond Living

Memory

Key skills:
-Identify a purpose
for what they intend
to design and make.
-Develop their ideas
through talk and
drawings and label
parts.
- Make templates and
mock ups of their
ideas in card and
paper or using ICT.
-Begin to select tools
and materials; use
correct vocabulary to

Prehistoric Britain
Stone Age to the Iron

Age

2500 BCE - 42 CE

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

DT: Food

Link:  History (Ancient
Egypt c.330 BC)

Key Skills:

Begin to understand
about food being
grown, reared or
caught in the UK or
wider world

Naming basic
cooking skills, baking,
boiling,etc

Understanding of
some ingredients and
what makes a healthy
plate of food

Cut soft foods with
table knife
progressing to firmer
foods (celery, apple)

The History of Britain’s
Settlement by the Anglo

Saxons and Scots
400-789 CE

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

First World War
1914-1918 CE

Significant Local,
National and

International History

History-led topic

ART FOCUS
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resources in the
construction areas
(inside and outside)
during the first few
weeks of term.

Children are
encouraged to
access resources in
both areas
independently
during continuous
provision.

areas during the first
few weeks of term.

Children are
encouraged to access
resources in both
areas independently
during CP.

Adults will encourage
children to talk about
what they make, how
they make it and
which resources they
use.

name and describe
them.
-Start to evaluate
their products as they
are developed,
identifying strengths
and possible changes
they might make.
-Evaluate their work
against the design
criteria

Suggested outcome:
3D models of Tudor
homes to set on fire

Health and safety
guidance:
CLEAPSS
https://science.cleaps
s.org.uk/login.aspx

with a vegetable knife,

using: Fork secure,
Claw grip, Bridge
hold

Outcome: Egyptian
food

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

https://science.cleapss.org.uk/login.aspx
https://science.cleapss.org.uk/login.aspx
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AUTUM
N 2

Camden Road
Heroes

Who helps us at
home?

&
Celebrations and

Festivals

Children will
continue to be
encouraged to
explore construction
resources
independently.

They will make
imaginative and
complex ‘small
worlds’ with blocks
and construction
kits, such as a city
with different
buildings and a park.

Adult led activities
will focus on DT
food

Link - Celebrations
Key skills:

-Name a selection of
different food;
-Express opinions
about different food;
-Begin to notice that
different people
often like to eat
different food.

Suggested
Outcome:

Making biscuits for
Christmas

Camden Road
Community

Heroes Who Help Us
in the Community

&
Celebrations and

Festivals

Children will continue
to be encouraged to
explore the
construction
resources
independently.

With support from
adults, children will talk
about what they are
going to make.

Children will begin to
construct with a
purpose in mind, using
a variety of resources.

DT: Mechanisms

Link: History
(Explorers and their
transport)

Key Skills:
- Design products
for myself and
others following
design criteria
(design)
- Choose best tools
and materials, and
explain choices
- Use knowledge of
existing products to
produce ideas
-With help measure,
mark out, cut and
shape a range of
materials.
-Explore and use
mechanisms [for
example, levers,
sliders, wheels and
axles], in their
products.
-Begin to assemble,
join and combine
materials and
components
together using a
variety of temporary
methods e.g. glues
or masking tape

Suggested
outcomes:
Children make a
vehicle for an
explorer with
working wheels and
axles.

DT: Food

Link: Geography
(United Islands-
Geographical study
of the UK and local
area fieldwork)

Key Skills:
- Explain hygiene and
keep a hygienic
kitchen
- Describe properties
of ingredients and
importance of varied
diet
- Say where food
comes from (animal,
underground etc.)
- Describe how food
is farmed,
home-grown, caught
- Give examples of
how animals are
farmed.
- Give some basic
examples of how a
food changes from
farm to fork to make
it safe to eat.
- Give some
examples of foods
that grow in different
seasons in the UK
and talk about why.
- Draw eat well plate;
explain there are
groups of food
- Describe “five a
day”
- Cut, peel and grate
with increasing
confidence

Suggested Outcome:
Make a healthy meal
using foods that are
grown in the UK.

DT: Structures and
designs

Link: Geography
(Rainforests)

Key Skills:
-Evaluate the key
designs of individuals in
design and technology
has helped shape the
world.
- Select a wider range of
tools and techniques for
making their product
-Explain their choice of
tools and equipment in
relation to the skills and
techniques they will be
using.

Suggested outcome:
Design
and make an
eco-friendly house for
the rainforest /canopy
of rainforest to
inspire modern design
houses, e.g. green roof
Use biophilic designs.

DT: Mechanisms

Link: History (The
History of the Roman
Empire and its impact
on Britain
C 42 - 410 CE)

Key skills:
-Start to join and
combine materials
and components
accurately in
temporary and
permanent ways.
- understand and use
mechanical systems
in their products
(levers and linkages)

Suggested outcome:

Use levers and
linkages to make a
moving puppet from
a Roman legend.
Use the puppet to
re-tell a scene from
the legend.

DT: Textiles

Link: History (The History of
the Viking & Anglo-Saxon
struggle for England to
time of Edward the
Confessor 789 -1066 CE)

Key Skills:
- understand how key
events and individuals in
design and technology
have helped shape the
world

-Sew using a range of
different stitches, to weave

and knit.
Suggested outcome:
Weaving - the vikings used
weaving to make large
square sails, woollen
clothes and rugs.
http://wiki.dtonline.org/index.
php/Weaving

Tea, Sugar and Spice
Historical and

Geographical Colonial
Legacy

Expansion and
Dissolution of Empires

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

http://wiki.dtonline.org/index.php/Weaving
http://wiki.dtonline.org/index.php/Weaving
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Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

SPRING
1

Once Upon a Time

Children will
continue to explore
different materials
freely, in order to
develop their ideas
about how to use
them and what to
make.

Adult lead activities
will focus on
building structures
with different
materials.
Link - making houses
for the three little
pigs.

Key skills:

Children will explore
collections of
materials and talk
about their
properties.
Children will use
tape and glue to join
materials together.

Children will use
scissors to practise
their cutting skills.

Children will begin
to test and evaluate
their models by
saying which
material makes the
best house.

Twisted Tales

Traditional and fairy
stories through The

Jolly Postman

Children will construct
with a purpose in mind,
using a variety of
resources.

With adult support,
they will begin to
draw a picture of
what they want to
make, before they
start to construct.

Adult lead activities
will focus on textiles.
Link - The Jolly
Postman’s bag

Key skills:

Children will design a
bag for the jolly
postman.

They will test
materials to find out
which will be most
suitable.

children will begin to
evaluate their
designs by saying
which fabric worked
best.

Migration- Moving
to Thrive

Thematic
geographical skills

and knowledge
study

Geography-led
topic

ART FOCUS

Harriet Tubman

Historically significant
individuals and

events

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

Going Underground in
Camden

Local Area Regional
geography and history

Study
Key events in British

history

History and
geography-led topic

ART FOCUS

Migration
The History of the

Windrush

Push and pull of
human geography

Thematic
geography-led topic

ART FOCUS

Ancient Greece
330 BC

A study of Greek life and
achievements and their

influence on the western
world

History-led topic

DT: Structures
Link: History (Ancient
Greece c.330 BC)

Key Skills:
- Confidently make labelled
drawings from different
views showing specific
features.
- When planning, explain
their choice of materials
and components according
to function and aesthetic.
- Develop a clear idea of
what has to be done,
planning how to use
materials, equipment and
processes, and suggesting
alternative methods of
making, if the first attempts
fail.
- Start to join and combine
materials and components
accurately in temporary and
permanent ways.

Outcome:  Build a model
temple for the Greek Gods.

NW1

Regional geographical
and historical Local

Area Study

ART FOCUS
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Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

SPRING
2

Our Earth - Mighty
Minibeasts

Animals and
Habitats

Children will explore
the construction
resources
independently, in
order to develop
their ideas about
how to use them and
what to make.

With adult support
they will begin to
improve their
models.

Adult lead activities

Our Earth - Curious
Creatures

Animals and habitats

Just So Stories

Children will construct
with a purpose in mind,
using a variety of
resources.

With adult support,
they will begin to
draw a picture of
what they want to
make, before they
start to construct.

Adult lead activities
will focus on junk
modelling
Link - making

animals.

Key skills:

Adults will model
techniques to join
materials e.g. by
using a flange (collar)
to attach a cardboard
tube to a box

Children will fold
paper into a zig-zag
i.e. legs for a
mini-beast, fans

Children will join junk
modelling resources

Monarchy
Globally historically
significant people

and events

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

Thomas Coram and
The Foundling

Hospital
Significant Historical

local events and
people beyond living

memory

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

DT: Structures

Link: Geography
(Volcanoes and
Earthquakes)

Key Skills:
- Learn about inventors,
designers, engineers,
chefs and manufacturers
who have developed
ground-breaking
products
- apply their
understanding of how
to strengthen, stiffen
and reinforce more
complex structures

Suggested Outcome:
Design and make an
earthquake - proof
structure.

DT: Textiles

Historical Study of the
Magna Carta 1215 CE
& The Changing Power
of Monarch

Key Skills:
Sew using a range of
different stitches, to
weave and knit.

Select a wider range
of tools and
techniques for
making their product
i.e. construction
materials and kits,
textiles

Start to join and
combine materials
and components
accurately in
temporary and
permanent ways.

Suggested outcomes:
Sew a Magna Carta
with different types of
textiles.  Write a
message on the
textiles.

Sew a piece of
jewellery for a king /
queen.

Rivers
Regional UK geographical

study

Locating British cities,
counties, features and

regions
Pollution and natural

energy

Geography-led topic

ART FOCUS

DT:
Structures

Link: Geography (France
Geographical European
Country Study)

Key Engineers and
innovators: Maurice
Koechlin, Émile
Nouguier

Key Skills:
-Assemble
components to make
working models.
-Aim to make and to
achieve a quality
product.
-Demonstrate and
make modifications as
they go along.
-Construct products
using permanent
joining techniques.
-Know how to reinforce
and strengthen a 3D
framework.
- Accurately apply a
range of finishing
techniques

Outcome:
Design and build a
tower
STEM challenge
https://naaweb.org/im
ages/STEMGems-Towe
rEngineeringChallenge
.pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89mile_Nouguier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89mile_Nouguier
https://naaweb.org/images/STEMGems-TowerEngineeringChallenge.pdf
https://naaweb.org/images/STEMGems-TowerEngineeringChallenge.pdf
https://naaweb.org/images/STEMGems-TowerEngineeringChallenge.pdf
https://naaweb.org/images/STEMGems-TowerEngineeringChallenge.pdf
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by stacking, by using
a flange (collar) to
attach a cardboard
tube to a box, or
using tabs or slots to
join pieces of
cardboard together.

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Summer
1

Natural environment
Science-led topic
Notice differences
between people
STEAM - Careers

Contrasting
environments

Science-led topic
STEAM - Careers

Everyday materials
Science-led topic

Seasonal changes
STEAM - Careers

DT: Textiles

Link: Geography
(Blue Mountains and
Camden
UK and Jamaica
Islands Comparative
Geographical Study)

Key Skills:

-Use basic sewing
techniques.
-Demonstrate how to
cut, shape and join
fabric to make a
simple product.
-Start to evaluate
their products as they
are developed,
identifying strengths
and possible changes
they might make.
-Evaluate their work
against the design
criteria

Suggested outcome:
Make a Jamaican
animal soft toy
(sewing

Forces & Magnets
Science-led topic
STEAM - Careers

Electricity
Science-led topic
STEAM - Careers

Earth and Space
Science-led topic
STEAM - Careers

DT: Structures

Link: Geography (France
Geographical European
Country Study)

Key Engineers and
innovators: Maurice
Koechlin, Émile
Nouguier

Key Skills:
-Assemble
components to make
working models.
-Aim to make and to
achieve a quality
product.
-Demonstrate and
make modifications as
they go along.
-Construct products
using permanent
joining techniques.
-Know how to reinforce
and strengthen a 3D
framework.
- Accurately apply a
range of finishing
techniques

Outcome:
Design and build a
tower

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89mile_Nouguier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89mile_Nouguier
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Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Summer
2

Planting and
Growing

Science-led topic

Children will explore
the construction
resources
independently and
construct with
greater accuracy.

They  begin to
improve their
models
independently.

Adult led activities
focus on DT food

Suggested outcome:
chn make a snack
using an ingredient
they have grown.

Key skills:

Name a selection of
different food;

Express opinions
about different food;

Begin to notice that
different people
often like to eat
different food.

Make healthy
choices about food.

The Next Step
&

Our Bodies

History and
Science-led topic

Children will explore
the construction
resources
independently and
self-correct any
mistakes.  They will
be encouraged to
draw and label a
design of what they
will make, before
they start
constructing.

Children will review
their work and
suggest
improvements.

Adult lead activities
will focus DT Food
Link - our bodies
(healthy eating)

Key skills:

Safely use and
explore a variety of
materials, tools and
techniques with
support and
guidance

Begin to understand
some  food

DT: Food

Link: History
(Monarchy and
castles
Globally historically
significant people
and events)

Key Skills:
- Describe textures
Wash hands & clean
surfaces
-Think of interesting
ways to decorate
food
- Say where some
foods come from,
(i.e. plant or animal)
- Describe
differences between
some food groups
(i.e. sweet,
vegetable etc.)
Discuss how fruit
and vegetables are
healthy.
- Cut, peel and
grate safely, with
support

Suggested
outcome:
Children design and
make food for a
Medieval banquet

Uses of everyday
materials

Science-led topic
STEAM - Careers

ART FOCUS

Kingdom of Benin
900-1300 CE

A non-European society
that provides contrasts

with British history

History-led topic

ART FOCUS

Hampstead Heath
and The Americas

Local area
geographical

comparison study

Regional
geography-led topic

ART FOCUS

The Maya
c. 900 CE

Historical and Regional
geographical Contrasting

non-European Society

History and geography- led
topic

DT: Mechanisms

Link: Science (Animals
including humans)

Key Skills:
- use research and develop
design criteria to inform the
design of innovative,
functional, appealing
products that are fit for
purpose, aimed at
particular individuals or
groups
- select from and use a
wider range of tools and
equipment to perform
practical tasks
- Understand how
mechanical systems such as
cams or pulleys or gears
create movement.
-Start to evaluate a product
against the original design
specification and by
carrying out tests.

Suggested outcome:
Use cams to make a
moving person.

Electricity
Science-led topic
STEAM - Careers

Art and DT
Show

Creating stage set,
costumes, props,

Key Skills:
- Select appropriate

tools and materials- fit
for purpose.

-Know how more
complex electrical

circuits and
components can be

used to create
functional products

and how to program a
computer to monitor

changes in the
environment and

control their products.
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preparation tools,
techniques and
processes

Practise stirring,
mixing, pouring,
blending

Discuss how to make
an activity safe and
hygienic

Discuss use of senses

Understand need for
variety in food

Begin to understand
that eating well
contributes to good
health


